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II. DISASTER MANAGEMENT
AND PLANNING

According to World Health Organization, disaster “is a sud-
den environmental (ecological) incident which is great
enough to require external help.” And according to
American College of Emergency Physician (ACEP), it is the
destructive effects of natural or manmade powers, tha may
negatively affect the power of supplying the health needs in
a region. ” Turkish Emergency Medicine Association (TATD)
defines disaster as an incident  which may result in an
influx of  of injured people or patients  to the healthcare
organizations  exceeding  the healthcare organization's
capacity”.

In the Turkish health community, the term “extraordinary
condition” (EC) is used much more than disaster. EC is
defined as a situation or an incident that may result in wide-
spread destruction, physical injury, loss of life and proper-
ty  that may exceed the communities capacity  to cope with,
requiring  national and international help.

As a general definition that United Nations accept
“Disasters  are events (natural, technological or manmade)
that occur when significant numbers of people are exposed
to extreme events to which they are vulnerable, with result-
ing injury and loss of life, often combined with damage to
property and livelihoods overwhelming local resources. As
it can be understood from this definition that, for incidents
to be able to cause  a disaster, they must  interrupt/ruin the
healthcare organizations services, and/or  cause losses in
community and in healthcare organizations. In this book,
United Nations' disaster definition will be used instead of
EC as in universal disaster management literature.

Studies which would be performed beforehand will prevent
such incidents to turn into a disaster or they will provide
activation of responses after the incident. Stages of disas-
ter management which intermingle with each other at
many points can be summarized as below:
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Mitigation and preparation performed beforehand will  help in minimizing the
harms after disaster. In other words, if “risk management” is prepared well
before the disaster, then disaster risk can be mitigated as well.

Response: These are the studies which are done to minimize loss
and damages. For example, search and rescue operations or
medical response to injured ones are important activities in this
step. First of all effect and needs analysis should be made in order
to understand the size and impact of the incident. The relevant units
are activated according to the impact  and type of the damage.

Amendment: After response works are over, efforts are directed
towards turning  the life back to normal. These efforts can be listed
as the economic size of rehabilitation process ,  restructuring of
natural and artificial environment, countering the losses as much
as possible and taking precautions against  unemployment. Health
dimension includes treatment of sicknesses and injuries due to
disaster and its adverse conditions, rehabilitating sequels and long
time efforts directed to psychological problems.
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Mitigation: These are the
studies which are done in
order to prevent risks turning
into disaster and minimize
the losses and damages.
First of all   dangers are
identified and risks are
assessed. Precautions for
protection against this risks
and reducing expected
damages are determined,
planned and implemented.

Preparation: These are the
studies which include
training, planning, creating
teams so as  to use response
capacity effectively and
efficiently. Estimation and
early  warning is  also
developed and used which is
identified as secondary
protection.

DISASTER
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Figure 1. Integrated and modern disaster management system circular stages. 

All works to be performed after disaster are for “crisis management” (Figure 1). In our coun-
try, we must pass from crisis management to risk management in health sector, and we must
give much more attention to topics like prevention of disaster, damage mitigation, prepared-
ness, estimation and early warning.

Disasters which affect the healthcare organizations that are responsible for giving service
after disaster can be evaluated in three groups as internal, external and combined disasters:

External disasters: They are the disasters that occur outside of the hospital or the region
(earthquake, flood, hurricane, accident, terrorism, immigration, etc.) totally away from the
place of the healthcare organization. Hospitals do not get affected from external disasters
physically, but depending on the incident type, in the long run a major increase in the number
of patients seeking medical services after the disaster  may be seen. 

Internal disasters: They are the incidents that may  physically affect the healthcare organi-
zation  directly  (terror, flood, electricity, water and gas cut, chemical and radioactive acci-
dents, fire, explosion, medical gas leakage, violence, lift urgencies, etc.).

Combined disasters: They are the incidents that occur outside of the healthcare organization
but affect directly both healthcare organization and people around  (earthquake, flood, fire,
explosion, chemical and radioactive accidents, etc.).

Since combined disasters pose the hardest situation for healthcare organizations, Disaster
Emergency Aid Plans must be prepared in a way that will include this situation.
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III. THE PLANNING PROCESS

We should bare in mind that planning studies depend on a process and requires a team work.
Plans should be prepared in a way that they will include, the possible dangers, things to be
done to minimize risks caused by the possible dangers, roles and responsibilities for the con-
cerned groups.

PRE PLANNING

Before starting the planning  process, there are some important studies to be performed.
Firstly, current situation in health organizations must be investigated, present preparations
and deficiencies must be identified. It is important that everyone including the senior manage-
ment in healthcare organizations believe in planning and support the process from beginning
to the end. Because planning is a long and demanding process; its results will affect all the
employees and it can be useful work only when everybody believes in and contributes to it.

In Disaster Emergency Aid Plan the health organization should pay attention to the following items.

• Determination of a flexible structure that can be adopted to every possibility.
• A Systematic and clearly defined roles and responsibilities.
• Its comprehension by all employees and updated with drills.
• Identifying the alternatives of each position beforehand.
• Conducting reviews theoretically and with internal drills within the premices.
• Its being open to cooperation with other institutions.
• Keeping of records and documents, every detail identified  during a possible disaster with quick 

recording methods.

It is necessary to emphasize the importance of senior managers’ belief in studies. If managers
do not believe in the subject, create strategic politics and do not support it in both tactical and
operational wise, studies will lack  belief and sources. The most important thing is that all
these will be seen as a burden most of the time even by performers. In case this kind of situation
occurs a good result from planning studies cannot be expected.

Healthcare organizations must take many structural and functional precautions against di-
sasters and emergencies with regulations and instructions. Different points that are required
for healthcare organization to be prepared are defined with different laws, bylaws, regula-
tions and instructions. Therefore, before starting to planning, related regulation must be
examined carefully.

• The law with regard to precautions to be taken and supports to be given  because of cur-
rent disasters in public life (25 May 1959 dated and 10253 numbered Official Gazette)

• Regulations concerning Emergency Aid Organizations related to Disasters and Planning 
Principles (8 May 1988 dated and 88/12777,19808 numbered Official Gazette)

• Natural Disasters and Methods to prevent their harms Teaching Program (2506 numbered
Declarations Magazine)

• Regulation about Protecting  Buildings from Fire (19 December 2007 dated and 26735 
numbered Official Gazette)
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• Protection against Sabotages Regulation (28 
December dated and 20033 numbered Official Gazette)

• Inpatient Treatment Institutions Management 
Regulation (13 January 1983 dated and 17927 numbered
Official Gazette)

• Regulation about Planning, Organization, Retrofitting 
and Conducting other services in Healthcare organiza-
tion Services to be Built in Critical Regions (26 April 1966
dated and 12283 numbered Official Gazette)

•    7126 numbered Civil Defence Law
• Staff Obligation, Evacuation and Rarefaction, Planning 

about 6/3150 numbered civil defense and Other 
Services’ Legislation

• Organizing and Precautions Legislation about  6/3150 
numbered Civil  Defence

First you must determine how ready is your organization  for
disaster and emergencies. For instance, do your employees
know what to do in the first minutes? How will you direct
your staff, patients, their companions and visitors?

Even though some health organizations have a plan or some
plans for disaster and emergencies, these plans are usually
not up to international standards. In order to determine your
present situation and to know your establishment readiness
against disasters or emergencies, you can have a look at the
check list in Appendix-1. If your negative answers to the main
questions in this list are more than 1, your organization’s
need for a real planning is high and urgent.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS BEGINS AT HOME

The planning studies must be prepared in a way they will
include all interested partners. From employees to patients
and material suppliers, all people and organizations that
are in relation to institution are partners of planning studies.
Attendance of institution’s staff to disaster and emergency
planning activities begins with preparation studies at their
homes. Therefore necessary motivation of employees must
be provided about their preparations at their homes during
the planning process (Appendix-2). Family disaster plan
which employees can prepare with their families is
extremely important to be able to manage health organiza-
tions’ plan (Appendix-2). 

..

...

Chronic disease if any :.............
...............

...............
............

Medicines taken:..............
...............

...............
...............

.......

Surgical operation if any :..............
................

................
...............

Any organ donation?:..............
................

................
................

..

Family meeting point during a disaster:..............
............

...............
...............

...............
...............

...............
...............

....

Other information:..............
...............

...............
...............

...

...............
...............

...............
...............

...............
...............

....

Please always carry this card with you.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION CARD

EMERGENCY INFORMATION CARD
Name-Surname :........................................................

Blood group
:........................................................

Date of birth
:........................................................

TR identity number :........................................................

Address
:........................................................

Emergency person for the card owner
Name-Surname :........................................................

Phone number
:........................................................

For more information www.guvenliyasam.org
O
..

Pl

FRONT

BACK
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THE PLANNING STEPS AND FORMAT

Disaster Emergency Aid Plan has 3 main goals such as, pre-
venting loss of life and property and providing service/work
continuity. In order to reach these goals, here is a list of alter-
native targets:

•   To ensure the safety of evacuation routes by controlling 
primary and secondary effects the disasters might cause.

•   To prevent chaos and panic that might occur between 
staff, patients and their neighbours.

•   To provide safe evacuation.
•  To determine number of patients and staff in evacuation region.
• To respond to fresh fires.
• To eliminate factors which might cause fire or cause danger.
• To save –if there are- people who are trapped.
• To give first aid or emergency aid to staff and patients trapped in or outside the premise and to

provide their transfer to appropriate healthcare organizations.
• Ensuring the institution’s safety, to prevent suspicious people’s entrance to institution and insti-

tution’ compound.
• Incase   communication tools and network fails , sending messenger to the nearest police sta-

tion and similar places, to make healthcare organization’s situation and demands to be conveyed
to county disaster management center. 

• To make patient’s transfer with identity control and documentation, to provide collective care 
and sheltering in case the evacuation process’s takes long time. 

• To hand over to authorities patients whose families are not reached. 
•   To make simple repair or restoration in the building or establishment and to eliminate possible

dangers caused by them.
• To take safety precautions against burglary, and looting or to demand for similar precautions to

be taken.
• To ensure the safety of the staff and their family (if possible a place  within the  healthcare 

organization – such as staff houses- can be used to accommodate staff relatives or an agree-
ment  can be made beforehand  with an institution such as , hotel or guesthouse to accommo
date staff and relatives during emergency).

• To do the necessary work and organizations so that the healthcare organization resumes servi-
ce as soon as possible.

•  To educate staff in giving medical or non-medical services, to make necessary plans and 
improve the plans with exercises and drills.

Planning of to-do-list during a disaster will make your employees think that they can cope with di-
sasters and this will increase their self confidence about how to survive during and after a disas-
ter. After a destructive disaster such as earthquake, knowing how you will fulfill your mission and
service and how you will handle  your staff’s psychological problems will contribute to your
carrying on with daily activities and the  healthcare organizations’ regular working  too.

At this point it is necessary to divide planning studies into steps which can be actualized. Therefore
to make healthcare organizations “institutions that can handle  disasters” and to make their ser-
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vices “resistant to disasters” planning studies are grouped in to eight steps as below:

• Organizing teams
• Hazard and risk analysis
• Mitigation and Mitigation planning
• Command and emergency services
• Procedures
• Training and exercises
• Cooperation and collaboration
• Emergency equipments

A basic disaster emergency aid plan is advised to contain pages and parts in Appendix-3
respectively. You can find some of these subjects’ explanations in oncoming parts and some of
them in county disaster management center web site (www.istanbuladm.gov.tr).

PROVIDING CONTINUITY IN THE PLAN

To ensure that all participants are well versed with the prepared plan and to update these
plans according to changing conditions is critical in terms of continuity. In a disaster or emer-
gency no one has time to read the text from beginning to end. Therefore it is necessary for all
those concerned to read, know and practice these plans through exercises in advance.

Every new personnel in healthcare organization, every new device, every amendment which is
done brings about a necessity of taking new precautions. In order to provide continuity in the
plan, orientation program for new personnel should be added to Disaster Emergency Aid Plan
of Healthcare organizations, the plan should be renewed regularly according to the needs and
personnel list and the inventory should be updated.
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IV. THE FIRST STEP: 
ORGANIZING TEAMS

The manager of a healthcare organization is responsible for disaster preparedness, which
means, during an earthquake and similar disaster or emergency he/she is responsible for the
safety of people in the facility. In order to develop preparedness against earthquake and si-
milar disasters,  Disaster Emergency Aid Plan manager is the most important factor; his/her
support or determination is very significant for providing employees’ cooperation.

Within the scope of preparedness against disaster and emergencies there are two important
teams that are necessary to be organized, these are Disaster Committee and Planning Team.

DISASTER COMMITTEE       

Disaster management and especially the planning process requires team work. Support of the mana-
gers, like head doctor,  and their participative approaches are fundamental. Another important prin-
ciple is organizing a disaster committee in which all related departments in the institution can be
represented. For this reason, disaster committee might consist of present management committee
members of healthcare organizations, incident commander and service chiefs.

This committee is not to meant to prepare the process of disaster and emergency  preparedness,
but to take strategic decisions, to coordinate and control the communication between different
departments. Disaster committee’s missions are briefly given below :

a. To convene if necessary with the invitation of the chairman before disaster:

• To examine and determine  necessary organization, facility, service  and precautions for 
preparedness against disasters and their planning style and principle according to legisla-
tion and institution’s properties.

• To assign necessary staff for preparing disaster emergency aid plans according to these prin-
cipals; After reviewing, completing and signing the plan , to submit to authorities for approval.

• To coordinate and control the equipments, and education works with organization, facility 
and precautions stated in the plans.

• To provide necessary cooperation and work sharing between members and departments 
about these subjects.

• To organize necessary cooperation and work sharing between the staff who are assigned in
rescue services and Provincial Search Rescue Unity Management in a possible emergency
in the city or cities around.

b. To ensure that necessary precautions are taken, response and rescue work is done in accor-
dance with the Disaster Emergency Aid Plan, by reviewing disaster preparedness precautions. 

To decide with the incident commander to organize and develope   a field hospital in case health
organization suffers damage or its capacity becomes insufficient due to disaster (Appendix-4).

c.  To take necessary precautions to reactivate the  institution and to replace used or lost equip-
ments and to ensure that the necessary  amendments are proceeded.
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Management must make a work plan announcement to show
their support and promise about disaster and emergency pre-
paredness of health organization. This announcement;

• Must explain the purpose of preparation of the plan 
and must state it includes the healthcare organization
as a whole.

• Must include the structure of the planning group and
its responsibilities.

Disaster committee must assign a planning team to form a
Disaster Emergency Aid Plan. One of the team members
should be the coordinator. Size of the group to be organized
is related to needs, facilities and sources of healthcare
organization. Working as a group will benefit in these points:

• Adoption of the plan by more people
• Increase in time and energy that group members 

would give
• Looking at subjects from a wide perspective. The di- 

saster committee should 

Primarily decide and appoint those who will be actively
involved in the planning and who will take charge in con-
sultant position. 

In many practices, one person or two people perform most
of the research. But contribution from departments such
as superior management, staff works, public relations, and
finance, is necessary. Planning team’s members must be
appointed in written by management and work definitions
must be done clearly.

PLANNING TEAM

In order to start planning, at first the team which will per-
form the study should be organized. There must be experts
and workers from different units in the team. Management
must direct the planning team, and give authority to these
people about taking all necessary steps during preparation
of the plan. There should be a clear division in authority
between the team leader and team members and each
member’s role should be defined.
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V. THE SECOND STEP:
HAZARD AND RISK ANALYSIS

After planning team is organized, the first thing that
should be done is to determine the possible hazards and
risks the institution may face.

In this process it should be taken into consideration that
different types of emergencies have different impacts on
the healthcare organization and its services. Thus, the
establishment will know the possible events which can
occur in which level of disaster or emergency and take
the necessary precautions.

1. Daily Emergency Service: It is a routine service given
to urgent  patient and injured people with present (avail-
able) medical staff and equipments  in the  emergency
services of healthcare organization. 

2. Critical Patient presentation: It is the presentation
of critical patients (heart attack, cerebral bleeding,
major trauma, etc) that requires fast and coordinated
efforts of  a diverse health team that may change
depending on the structure and level  of the healthcare
organization.

3. Mass Emergencies: these are the situations which
many patients or injured people present to healthcare
organizations suddenly as a result of accidents which
take place in planes, buses, trains, or mass food intoxica-
tion.

4. Emergency Evacuation: Emergencies that prevent
healthcare organization’s service and cause serious ha-
zard for staff, patients, companions and visitors of
patients.

5. Disaster: Earthquakes, floods etc. are the heaviest of
emergencies stated above. Healthcare organization which
are adversely affected because of unusual increase in
health service demand have to give service even under its
current overstretched capacity. 

EMERGENCY

112
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Therefore it is important to define emergency and disaster
level of healthcare organizations as  below and to take
precautions according to these:

Level 1: Capacity of healthcare organization is enough to
be able to cope with the incident.

Level 2: Capacity of healthcare organization is inadequate
and aid from other institutions might be necessary.

Level 3: Regional capacity is inadequate and may require
the national and even international aid.

Integrated disaster management envisages preparing a
Disaster Emergency Aid Plan including daily emergency
service, critical patient presentation and mass emergen-
cies. Therefore while doing hazard and risk analysis, in
other words while planning, the worst situation, level 3
must be taken into consideration. Medical and non-me-
dical operations should be gathered under a single plan.

HAZARD AND RISK TERMS

Although in daily language the words “hazard” and “risk”
are used interchangeably, they represent two different
concepts in fact. It is necessary to know the difference
between these two concepts in order to make hazard and
risk analysis of the establishment.

Hazard is an event that has the potential of loss of life and
property.

However, risk points out the size of damages when a ha-
zardous event occurs. In other words, risk is the multipli-
cation of the possibility of the hazard’s coming true and
the size of the damage in case the hazardous event occurs. 

As it can be understood from the explanations risk can be
the result or the next step of the hazard depending on the
possibility and the damage it may cause. That’s why in
order to determine the existing hazards and risks of an
establishment first of all the hazards that threaten the
establishment and then how much these hazards threaten
the establishment should be checked.
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HAZARD ANALYSIS

Hazard analysis is the process of listing the events which
can create hazard for the establishment. The events
which can be identified as hazard can vary according to
the establishment’s situation. While some events like
earthquake is a common source of danger for most of the
establishments, some other events can change according
to the situation. That’s why the planning team should
determine the events that can create danger for its own
establishment.

It should be considered that each kind of incident which
exceeds the capacity of healthcare organization can turn
into a disaster. Therefore when defining the hazards,
together with the region’s geological and meteorological
features, its closeness to chemical substance production
facilities, highway, railway, airport, port, stadium and big
amusement parks should be taken into consideration.

There is a list below which includes some examples of pos-
sible “hazards”. The team should determine these hazards
according to its own establishment’s reality:

• Earthquake
• Flood
• Landslides
• Hot/cold weather waves
• Storm, lightning and static electricity
• Drought, famine              
• Icing and freezing
• Tsunami
• Explosion and fire
• Environmental impacts (neighbor institution and estab-

lishments)
• Breakdowns (gas, electricity and water cut, etc.)
• Breaking/detaching of pipelines (gas-water-waste disharge)
• Hazards derived from the establishment which can give

harm to the environment
• Communication troubles
• Logistics troubles (medicine, medical gases, etc.)
• Supply – transportation accidents
• System failures (sanitation)
• System breakdown (IT, hacker, etc.)
• Strike, lack of key staff
• Fugitive acts

NATURAL DISASTERS

TECHNOLOGICAL  DISASTERS

COMPLICATED  DISASTERS
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• Contractor-subcontractor works
• Economic crisis
• Chemical, biologic, nuclear and radioactive leakage/CBRN attacks
• State of war
• Mass emergencies (train, plane, highway accidents)
• Sabotage, terror and social events
• Hazardous substances
• Epidemic illnesses (bird flu, etc.)
• Food poisoning
• Safety (theft incidents)
• Aggressive patient and relatives/safety (life safety)
• Work accidents (inside-outside of the institution)
• Emergency health problems (for staff)
• Job illnesses
• Psychiatric health problems

There are some methods to determine the hazards. These can be listed like this:

Past profile: the events that occurred in the history of the establishment are in fact the indi-
cators of existing hazards. It is very important to know what kind of events occurred in the his-
tory of the establishment, when they occurred and what the results were. This kind of informa-
tion should be listed. Thus the previous hazards will be listed and it will be possible to make
predictions for future. Establishments can prepare forms including their own questions for
this kind of a study.

Gathering information from the employees: employees are capable of knowing the possible
hazards of an establishment. That’s why information about this subject can be collected from
the employees via forms. Their previous experiences and ideas can be asked. This study also
enables the employees to be a part of planning process. 

While determining hazards, its impact on these three  elements should be checked:

• Human
• Properties  and possessions
• Service, production, work flow

An event cannot give harm to people whereas it can be hazardous for service, production and
work flow and vice versa. While determining whether an event is hazardous or not, humans,
possessions, service, production and work flow should all be taken into consideration. This is
also necessary while passing from hazard analysis to risk analysis.

Although all studies are being  based on numeratical values, it is possible to act a bit perso- 
nal when defining possibility and harm potentiality of hazards.
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RISK ANALYSIS

After the hazards are determined, next step is making risk analysis. The aim of the risk
analysis is to present how those determined hazards pose a risk for the establishment with
numeric data. Presenting hazards with numbers is also helpful to decide which one of the
risks is more prior than the others because according to disaster and emergency type,
patient profile presenting to healthcare organi-
zations change too.

For example in explosions due to large number
of patients, many surgical intervention, many
operating room staff, intravenous solutions,
blood etc. might be required. In fire and chemi-
cal gas poisoning many oxygen sources might
be required.

As a result the establishments will be able to
see ahead and immediately take the necessary
precautions for greater risk and leaving the
minor risks and their precautions to time.The
relation between risk and hazard can be formu-
lated like this:

Risk = the probability of occurrence of hazard x damages that can be caused by the hazard

The probability of occurrence expresses the frequency of the hazard. For example; an earth-
quake hazard can occur in long years while terror hazard exists every year.

While describing this probability, every establishment can determine time intervals specific to
itself. Within this book the following time intervals are taken as reference. 

If the hazard comes true people (staff and customers), possessions, service, productions and
work flow will be affected in a negative way. For example due to the earthquake hazard people
loose their lives or get injured, the buildings can be damaged or destroyed, establishments’
services can stop for a while.

10% and 100%
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As it is in the hazard’s possibility of occurrence, while calculating the possible damages, estab-
lishments can make different groups and definitions according to their own truths. Within this
book the following time intervals are the base:

Stated time intervals should be examined according to the properties of works in the health-
care organization and if it is necessary they should be extended or shortened. The probabili-
ty of hazard’s occurrence and possible damages are determined separately according to the
explanations in the previous tables.

After that in order to reveal the risk, the probability of hazard’s occurrence and possible da-
mages are multiplied. This operation can be done on the following table:

HAZARD AND RISK ANALYSIS
HAZARD RISK

Human

Real estate,
possessions

Service, 
production,
work flow

Damage Possibility

more than 50%
of the people.

more than 50%
of buildings.

It can affect 25% or
50% of people.

It can affect 10% or
25% of people.

It can affect 25% or
50% of buildings.

It can affect 10% or
25% of buildings.
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VI. THE THIRD STEP:
MITIGATION AND PLANNING

Disaster plans envisage directing of health services to healthcare organizations within
the region. But healthcare organizations’ and infrastructure’s suffering harm from disas-
ter make it difficult to apply this plan. Although there is no structural damage in health-
care organizations, due to the nonstructural damages, breakdown of several materials
and systems prevent continuity of the service, with the loss of patients who are connec-
ted to life support units, they can cause much more increase in losses.

Therefore health organizations must work in order to mitigate risks and minimize pos-
sible harms after defining what kind of risks and hazards they would encounter. In
order to mitigate the risks either possibility of occurrence or possible harms of this
hazard should be mitigated. But most of the time, mitigating the possibility of hazard
occurrence is not possible. For example possibility of an earthquake hazard occurrence
is completely related to nature so this possibility cannot be mitigated. In case an earth-
quake happens, it is at our hand on a large scale to mitigate its potential structural and
nonstructural damage.

Study of minimizing the damages is also the study of minimizing risks. That’s why firstly
hazard and risk analysis should be done.

MITIGATION

Mitigation studies for disasters can change according to the size of the building and possib-
le risks and hazards that the establishment is confronted with. Main mitigation studies for
hazards are these:

Önce

VULNERABILITY

Before
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STRUCTURAL MITIGATION

The big earthquakes that have been experienced gave important lessons about surviving
and getting over the damages. The main condition for this is to live in structures which are
designed and built appropriately and protected later on against earthqukes. Earthquake is
a natural event, yet people have an important role in the possible damages of it on the
structures. Making the structures safe and minimizing the possible problems is empha-
sized in the mitigation studies.

That’s why; all the structures of establishments
must be safe. The components mentioned
under this title are the carrier elements of a
structure. For example columns and girders
are the carrier components of the structure. If
there is a possibility of weakness in the struc-
tural components of the establishment, related
engineers should check them as part of mitiga-
tion studies and if necessary they should work
for retrofitting or rebuilding.

Building or constructions that were constructed
for different reasons should not be used as
healthcare organization building. Disaster com-
mittee must make analysis of the building by
making a deal with a professional technical
person or organization and according to their
needs they must actualize new arrangements

with the support of experts. Again by the deal with this person/institution, damage evalua-
tion of the building should be provided in a quick way after a possible disaster (Look at
Appendix-14 Protocol Example to be conducted by civil engineer for earthquake).

(For further information about Structural elements, you can look at Structural Risk
Mitigation and Structural Retrofitting Against Earthquake Training Programs.)

NON-STRUCTURAL MITIGATION

Non-structural components are the ones which do not belong to the carrier system of the
building, namely they do not carry the building. Infilled walls, chimneys, windows, hanging
ceiling, heating systems and stairs are the non-structural elements in our buildings.
Another group consists of furniture, wardrobe, closet, china cabinet, hall stand, white
goods, electric and electronic appliance, tableau, glassware, chandelier, etc. All these
items can fall down, slip, crash and cause injuries during an earthquake. 

Non-structural damages can cause life loss and injuries, losing historical and cultural
heritage and great economic loss. Half of the damages in 1999 earthquake were caused by
non-structural reasons. While non-structural components compose nearly 60% of a house
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or office, in the healthcare organizations this rate is
85%-90%. Therefore economic loss is much higher for
healthcare organizations.

During and just after the tremor lots of people were injured.
In a research that was done after Marmara earthquake, it is
mentioned that 50% of the injuries and 3% of deaths were
due to non-structural components. For healthcare organi-
zations these rates are much higher because of loss of
patients connected to both life support units and bedridden
ones, also inability to provide service to disaster victims due
to destroyed equipments  and systems.

There are legal arrangements against the fire and sabo-
tage risks .But the control of non-structural risks is comp-
letely within the responsibility of the person who use the
building. The control of non-structural risks in health
organizations can be actualized best with the pursuit
and control of department managers. Therefore coopera-
tion of all staff is required. You can use suitable mate-
rials in the check list given as an example in the
Appendix-5 to mitigate nonstructural damages in your
establishment.

In order to be able to mitigate non-structural damages in
the healthcare organization, there are many studies to
conduct. These can be exemplified as:

• Fastening the items, furniture and necessary mate-
rials, etc. Fastening the items which are hanging from
the ceiling or stays above the head level; with the sta-
bilization of medical materials, fastening of litter and
patient beds and keeping their wheels locked, faste-
ning the electrical devices and supporting them with
uninterruptable power supply or generator.

• Keeping all the poisonous, flammable and dangerous 
materials in closed and safe boxes in which they can
not pour out during an earthquake according to the 
rule of limit, isolate, eliminate, separate.

• Organizing training and awareness programs for the 
staff, patients and their families.

Healthcare organizations must be ready for each kind of di-
saster in terms of its building structure and its architec-
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tural plan. At the same time architectural planning which
makes evacuation process easier has significant impor-
tance. Healthcare organizations, especially hospitals must
have independent water and energy sources.

As healthcare organizations are the buildings with high po-
pulation, they are the structures in which many exit ways
must be found in their architectural planning (emergency
exit doors, ramp, stairs, lifts)

It is necessary to plan exits of inpatient services, polyclinics
and waiting parts as wide with many doors. For a safe eva-
cuation during a disaster exit points should be opened easily
and marked with signs. 

(For further information about Non-structural components,
you can look at Non-structural Risk Mitigation Against
Earthquake Training Program.)

MITIGATING FIRE DAMAGES

Fire is alone an important danger because it poses a big
threat after an earthquake. That’s why it is necessary to
be aware of the possible damages due to  fire and making
mitigation studies for it. 

During these studies by walking around in all services
and polyclinics, fire tubes,emergency exit doors, alarm
warning buttons, fire hoses and shelter must be exami-
ned, a current situation evaluation should be done, defi-
ciencies and things to do should be noted down. Also,
emergency exit stairs and emergency lightening system
must be examined. 25 kg, 12 kg and 6 kg fire tubes,
should be bought and counter checked whether they are
distributed to the related units according to critical order
of importance.

To sum  up, in healthcare organizations, in order to miti-
gate fire damages basically these subjects given below
must be examined and amendment studies should be con-
ducted by taking necessary precautions for related head-
lines:
• Escape ways
• Escape stairs
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• Boiler rooms
• Fuel tanks
• Kitchens, stoves and chimneys
• Shelters, car parks and roofs
• Lifts 
• Lightning conductors, transformers and generators
• Electric installations
• Emergency lightning and directing
• Fire detection and alarm systems
• Periodic tests, maintenance and control
• Smoke detector
• Fire extinguishing systems
• Storing and using hazardous materials
• Fire safety, teams, control and cooperation

MITIGATION PLAN

The next step after determining the damaging compo-
nents which need to be minimized is to prepare a plan and
then another step comes  which is application.

The purpose in mitigation and improvement of non-struc-
tural damages is to have a safe physical structure of a
healthcare organization. The criterion of this plan is
defined in detail with the legal arrangements in recon-
struction, fire, sabotage and occupational health and safe-
ty subjects. Together with the aid of expert organizations,
structure’s situation must be examined, by examining
halting points necessary strengthening and amendment
should be conducted.

The purpose in non-structural risks’ control is to prevent
vulnerability of the institution’s employees, patients and
their companions to disaster and emergencies and to pro-
vide organization’s giving service with full capacity after the
disaster. It is necessary for healthcare organizations to
make necessary arrangements with the cooperation expe-
rienced experts related to this subject and medical staff
should show necessary awareness and responsibility.

For mitigation study, at first identified hazards are listed.
Necessary precautions to be taken is decided for risks that
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each hazard creates. But of course it might not be possible to take precaution for each hazard
at the same time; some can be prioritized (For a Filled Mitigation Form example look at
Appendix-7). Planning study should include mitigation and preparation stages as well as
response. For this reason, when mitigation studies are defined in Disaster Emergency Aid Plan
one by one, it is necessary to prepare a work plan. 

The necessary budget for each mitigation work and time interval in which the work will be done
(the beginning and target end dates) must be mentioned. There can be different details in the
action plan depending on the size of the establishment, amount of the mitigation works and
other related components.

After

HAZARD VULNERABILITY

D
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VII. THE FOURTH STEP:
COMMAND AND 
EMERGENCY SERVICES 
In this step of the planning studies, all the necessary cont-
rol and coordination systems and centers should be estab-
lished for all the studies that are going to be performed
and especially, emergency services should be organized
for response stages. 

In this system, the staff of health care facility should take
in charge as the member of a team depending on an inci-
dent commander/a manager, service rulers and the crew
chiefs in services and together with team leaders in the
teams established. Studies and necessary matters that
should be dealt within this context are summarized below.

INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM

During a disaster or emergency lots of subjects must be
determined and included in the plan, such as the respon-
sible people and their responsibilities, how the coordina-
tion and command systems will function, the teams and
members for response stages etc.

During the response in a disaster or emergency it might
be necessary to do lots of things at the same time. It is
important for the personnel to know their turn and mis-
sion in the response. This is possible with a predetermined
structure.

This organization can be possible with a mechanism
termed shortly as ‘Incident Command System’ (ICS). This
system has been organized for all the dangers and emer-
gency responses at every level. This system creates the
combination of communication, staff, materials, proce-
dures and opportunities working in the structure of a stan-
dardized organization.

The approaches named as ‘Organization for Mass
Admission of Patients in the Healthcare organization’
(OTM) and ‘Disaster Management Plan’ (DMP) has been
used with similar purposes in the world. But ‘Healthcare
organization Emergency Incident Command System-
HEICS’ which has been carried out since 1987 in the
healthcare organizations in USA, is being widely used
nowadays in healthcare organizations as ICS (Figure2).

FINANCE

PLANNING

LOGISTICS

OPERATION
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Figure 2. HEICS has been adapted in our healthcare organizations by Dokuz Eylül University. This is an ICS
diagram describing the vertical and horizontal hierarchy that can be used in healthcare organizations during
any disaster and emergency case.

ICS adapted as in the Figure 2 is only for external disasters and it has such a big and complicat-
ed structure that every healthcare organization cannot apply it. Because the matter of ICS is not
known in detail, the healthcare organizations that have been applying this system by taking it
completely as mentioned above, have been running into many difficulties. So ICS will be intro-
duced with its main lines in this booklet. At the same time, an ICS structure is given in the Figure
3 that can be applied in medium healthcare organizations during any external, internal and mixed
disaster. This main schema can be adapted to every healthcare organization; or rather these
organizations can form their subunit numbers according to the number of their own resource
and staff in accordance with this schema. If the number of staff is not enough to form subunits,
units can be combined. It is important for organizations to be organized in a way that can carry
out at least all of the primary missions stated in the Figure 4. in terms of disaster management.
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In the Figure 4, a much simpler ICS structure is given that can be used in small healthcare organizations.
An ICS as this can be organized in health organizations that have few staff as a health center. 

Figure 3. An incident command system that is recommended to be used during any external, internal and mixed
disaster in the medium and large scale healthcare organizations in Turkey. Operation departments that are not

medical cannot be activated during any external disaster.
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Figure 4. An incident command system that is recommended to be used during any external, internal and mixed di-
saster at the small healthcare organizations. Disaster operation unit cannot be activated during external disasters.  

The staff should be primarily known in order to organize an incident command system in the best
way. The information forms belonging to the staff who are going to organize an incident command
system, both make easier to get in contact with the family of an individual during an emergency
case and aid the health staff that will perform any medical response. An example to a staff emer-
gency information form is given in the Appendix-8.

ICS, have been mentioned above, consists of elements mentioned below (Figure 5):

• Incident commander
• Response/operations
• Information/planning
• Logistic
• Finance and administrative affairs

For each of the items mentioned here the participants and their roles have defined and is
explained in the forthcoming parts. 

A security, public information officer, liaison officer who will work directly under the incident
commander, should be thought in the command center of this system.
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Figure 5. Services that should be found in an Incident Command System (ICS) as an emergency condition organization center.

INCIDENT COMMAND CENTER

According to disaster regulation there should be disaster preparedness, response, and a center
to manage civil defense actions and operations in all the institutions in case of emergency. Some
important missions fall to the leader of ICS, in other words the incident commander command-
ing all the events in this place.

Primary missions of this center are:

• Putting the disaster plan into action and spreading the warning and alarm news
• Providing communication, dispatch and management among emergency services 
• Contacting with local defense, disaster management centers and administrative units and

providing cooperation and collaboration when necessary
• Providing communication and if necessary cooperation and collaboration with neighbour 

foundations and institutions
• Informing civil defense management levels around the organization and in the region by 

evaluating the news about nuclear, biological and chemical and radiological hazards

Incident command centers should be established in deanship and at the office of head physician or
near an emergency service and a safe place. If a healthcare organization is damaged during a di-
saster and it is needed to be evacuated, a center should be formed by setting up a tent in a suitable
place. An example to the organization of a present office as an incident command center is given in
the Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. An example to the organization of a present office as an incident command center. 

INCIDENT COMMAND

In every rescue/response work, there must be an individual who should be in charge of the operations.
This individual is responsible for the continuity of the system and its working properly. This individual

In this book, terminology about disaster-emergency case management has been used.
Statements other than this terminology have been used in some Healthcare organization
Disaster Plans (HDP). Incident Command Center or Disaster Emergency Case Command
Center are statements that are widely used. But ‘Disaster Emergency Case Command Centers’
is a name given to the Disaster Management or Disaster Coordination Centers at provincial or
district levels that are permanent and professional at their work. A temporary room with chairs
and tables within or around the hospitals  are named as an ‘Incident Command Center’. 

Also in some healthcare organization disaster plans, some statements as ‘Incident
Commander’, ‘Extraordinary condition Leader ‘and ‘Disaster Emergency Case Manager’ are
used to name an individual who manages the incident. ‘Incident Commander/Manager’ is any
individual who arrives first to the incident scene and takes command till the professional team
arrives. As for ‘Disaster Emergency Case Manager’ he/she is an individual who is well-versed
in this matter, in other words, a professional with powers. After a ‘Disaster Emergency Case
Manager comes to the incident scene, the mission of incident commandership is taken over by
a ‘Disaster Emergency Case Manager.’ 

In this book, in accordance with disaster terminology, the center that an incident is managed,
is called as an ‘Incident Command Center’ and the individual who is responsible for all the
organizations and manages the incident, is an ‘Incident Commander’. 
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assesses the situation and manages with the reports taken from
a security, public information officer, liaison officer, response/
operation department, information and planning department,
logistic department and finance/management department that
are going to be explained shortly in the forthcoming parts.

A healthcare organization is responsible for the management
and organization of a Disaster Plan. Though it can change with
the structure of the healthcare organization, An incident com-
mander should be preferably be the dean in faculties, a head
physician in healthcare organizations or a doctor in charge in
other healthcare organizations.

The primary missions of an incident commander are these:

• An incident commander is responsible for activation of 
the Disaster Plan of a healthcare organization and putting
an incident command center into action. If he/she is not
in a healthcare organization or cannot be reached, the 
one who is responsible for putting this plan into practice,
is the assistant of an incident commander appointed 
beforehand. If he/she is not present, it is the most senior
doctor (night specialist) of the healthcare organization 
who is on duty at that moment or the manager of the 
healthcare organization. (If an event occurs in working 
hours, it is a manager; if not, it is a night specialist).

• ICS convenes the chiefs of the services according to 
the present staff and assigns for the absent ones. 

• Incase of any danger, he/she decides early discharging
of patients from healthcare organizations and to evacuate
hospital and also decides the necessity of a field hospital.
(If the equipments of a healthcare organization are not
adequate, the situation of a field hospital is informed to
the crisis management center in Local Health Authority
and a decision is taken after the necessary evaluation).

• He/she folllows and manages all the response operations.

Even though they are not a part of the four basic teams that
under the incident commander, it is suitable to give some
duties to other individuals for the other basic activities that
are important during a response to an incident like in  the
Figure 3 and 4. Briefly, these activities can be performed
within missions mentioned below: 

SECURITY
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Security guard

He is responsible for providing the safety of working areas
inside and outside of healthcare organizations and organi-
zing the traffic flow. During any disaster, working toget-
her with the police and gendarmerie against any possibil-
ity of a civil unrest and chaos. To accomplish this there
should be cooperation between the healthcare organiza-
tions and law enforcement authorities as a support unit.

At the same time, if a safety team has not been organized
in a response service, he organizes safety, traffic and
transportation during any dangerous situation and rescue
operation. Healthcare organizations should give informa-
tion to safety firms that they work in the form of service
procurement about the place and missions in Disaster
Emergency Aid Plans. 

A security can be the chief of safety teams in a healthcare
organization or qualified, experienced staff and also edu-
cated about this matter. 

The primary responsibilities of a security are these:

• Providing safety of Incident Command Center and 
observing to enable the functionality of operations.

• Keeping unauthorized individuals out of restricted 
areas.

• Protecting Incident Command Center, triage, nursing 
of ill persons, morgue and any other vulnerable points
from any intrusion. Organizing the entries of visitors.

• Providing protection for food, water, medical equip-
ments and blood center.

• Placing the mark of ‘No trespassing’ to the unsafe 
areas.

• Informing dangerous and unsafe situations that are 
identified by safety officers working under him, to the 
damage evaluation and control officer.

• Reporting to the incident commander and the leader of
department about dangerous situations that may 
affect safety.

• To ensure that the teams are working safely.
• Identifying the entry and exit points for ambulances 

together with logistic teams.
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Public Information Officer

He/she is responsible individual for collecting and classify-
ing information in order to inform public and media all the
time. He/she is in contact with media and public and
informs necessary information to press and public opinion. 

A public information officer can be a public relation spe-
cialist in healthcare organizations or one of the experi-
enced, adequate and also educated staff member. 

These are the primary missions of a public information officer:
Learning limitations that will be made in the content of news.

• Organizing a News and Information Center by coope-
rating with logistics teams away from the treatment 
areas of patients and Incident Command Center.

• Providing coordination about informing by keeping in 
touch with other organizations in the incident.

• Giving necessary news to media and public within the 
knowledge of an Incident Commander.

• Keeping in touch with an evaluation authority.
• Determining the places where the members of media 

can enter and keeping in touch with a safety chief about
this matter.

• Cooperating with a medical staff and an assistant staff
in charge about voluntary working calls that will be 
made to public through media.

Liaison Officer

A liaison officer is responsible for gathering information and
keeping in touch with the representatives of the other foun-
dations and institutions (City Disaster and Emergency
Management, Health Organizations, etc.).

These are the primary missions of a liaison officer:

• Researching and gathering information about the magni-
tude of the disaster, its nature and  area affected.

• Providing communication with Meteorology Provincial 
Directorate to watch weather forecast.

• Identifying working hospitals and the other healthcare 
organizations in the region.

• Keeping in touch with City Crisis Center in order to pro-
vide suitable communication and the flow of message 
and working in coordination with a public information officer.
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• Gathering information about such matters as the capacity
of nursing of ill people in healthcare organizations, existing
or a probable understaffed resource, the number of 
patients that will be transferred to the other healthcare 
organizations, the needs that are demanded from other 
departments and collaborating with a planning supervi-
sor about these matters.

• Making contact with city and town crisis centers and among
healthcare organizations by using emergency communica-
tion network with the aid of a communication service con-
tact and giving information about the present situation of 
healthcare organizations.

• Giving information to City Coordination Authority (City 
Disaster and Emergency Management) about the develop-
ments and changes in healthcare organizations.

• Providing to present necessary data (the number of injured
ones accepted, the types of injured ones treated, the num-
ber of patients who has stayed in healthcare organizations
and discharged from healthcare organizations or transfer-
red to the other healthcare organizations, the personal
data and reports of injured ones) about the injured indi-
viduals applying to healthcare organizations. 

• Providing documentation of the activities made in healthcare
organizations about disasters with a planning supervisor.

• Watching whether a disaster plan is successful or not and
giving information to an incident commander.

A liaison officer can be staff member who is educated, experi-
enced and adequate about the matter.

A possible incident command center should include ICS ser-
vices mentioned below: (In this part, main and subunits have
been organized and they have been named as service-service
chief, crew-crew chief, team-team leader in accordance with
disaster management system and terminology).

RESPONSE/OPERATION

It is the team that conducts all the operation and response
activities. In this context, search and rescue, firefighting, safety
and transportation, emergency medical responses, first aid,
triage, evacuation and other similar activities can become a
part of this activity. So the teams in organizations about such
matters as search-rescue, firefighting, immediate medical
response and first aid can work in this group. 
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Especially, policlinics should be evacuated by an evacuation team in the response service du-
ring a disaster. With logistics services, working areas should be ready for a response. The beds
of patients should be made. Disposable bed clothing should be used in vacant beds (Patients
can also aid during making up beds). 

Visitors and other foreigners should be immediately kept away by safety teams. Healthcare
organization patients should stay in their rooms. Monitor service should be evacuated as much
as possible and the patients whose conditions are not serious and also can walk, should be dis-
charged from healthcare organizations or should be given permission to go (also in neigh- 
boring healthcare organizations). Secondary entries should be closed immediately. The
entrances and exits of vehicles should be emptied and should be indicated with a signboard.

Evacuation, safety and triage teams should act immediately in the stage of response during a di-
saster. Policlinics should be completely evacuated and the evacuation of monitor rooms and
patients in emergency services should be made according to their conditions as discharging from
the healthcare organization, giving permission or transferring to neighboring healthcare organi-
zations that are less busy. The vacant places should be prepared for disaster victims by reducing
the number of present patients as much as possible. Safety teams should keep away visitors and
healthcare organization attendants and should empty the compound of healthcare organization
and parking area and should enable its continuity. If the families of the patients, who have been
discharged from healthcare organizations or those sent on permission during these activities, are
disaster victims too, the necessary needs of the patients should be met by getting in touch with
the department of Governorship/District Disaster Center that carries out social services.

The triage teams with logistics teams in accordance with the physical structure of healthcare
organizations should organize triage areas (by using such areas as cafeterias and waiting
rooms) and if possible triage staff in charge should direct patients and injured ones in the
entries and compound of healthcare organizations.

An operation service supervisor should be a dean in faculties, a head physician in healthcare
organizations (preferably experienced, educated and adequate about the matter). In the teams
of medical operations as mentioned below, a team leader should be a Medicare director/fa-
culty chairperson/service doctor in charge. In the teams of operations that are not medical, a
team leader can be preferably a civil defense expert.

The crews who organize these services and the teams that organize these crews are as mentioned below:

Medical Operations Service

A) The Team of Emergency Treatment Units
• Triage Team
• Red Area Team 
• Green Area Team
• Patient Discharge Team
• Morgue Team
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The team leader of emergency treatment units can be a department head/service doctor in
charge (preferably an emergency medicine specialist). As for the group leaders this can be a
senior doctor, doctor, paramedic and experienced health staff.  

B) The Team of Inpatient Units
• Surgical Team
• Internal Medicine Team
• Intensive Care Unit Team
• Policlinic Team

The team chief of inpatient units can be a department head/service doctor in charge. The team
leaders can be responsible doctor of present surgical, internal diseases, intensive care unit,
and policlinic healthcare organizations.  

C) The Team of Support Units
• Laboratory Team
• Radiology Team
• Pharmacy Team

The team chief of support units can be a department head/service doctor in charge. As for the
team leaders can be an individual who is in charge at the present laboratory, radiology, phar-
macy units of healthcare organizations. 

D) Psychological Support Team

The team chief of psychological support team can be a department head/ service doctor in
charge/senior psychiatrist. 

Non Medical Operations Service

A) Fire Fighting, Search-Rescue Team
B) Technical Repair Team
C) Transportation and Evacuation Team
D) Social Service

The team chief of operation services that are not medical can be experienced, educated and ade-
quate about the matter. A social service expert is preferred to be the team chief of social services.

Medical operations service has these responsibilities:

• Establishing, controlling and organizing of teams that are connected to a team chief
• Planning about the diagnosis and treatment of present and coming patients by frequently

gathering with team chiefs 
• Providing necessary staff and material for subunits
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• Sending the copy of all the communication to communication service contact and making 
documentation of all the decisions and actions taken.

• Diagnosing, treating and sending and discharging of all the injured individuals in health
care organizations.

• Taking necessary precautions by collaborating with logistics team for the control of epi-
demic that can occur after a disaster and applying necessary procedure for the identified 
facts (For detailed information, see the Appendix-9).

It is the responsibility of the medical operation commander to inform the families of patients
that have been discharged from healthcare organizations, and a service supervisor should per-
form this responsibility by collaborating with a social service team. 

The team of inpatient units ensures that all works are performed and carried out in coordina-
tion with a team and team leaders that work in connection with them.

The team chief of emergency treatment unit is the one who will take the responsibility of a
team that will work more than other teams during a disaster. For this purpose, with the help
of group leaders connected to him especially the triage team leader, he will ensure that all
work is well coordinated and carried out efficiently. 

The team of support units provides a coordinated working atmosphere with the teams and the
team leaders connected to them. They are in close collaboration with the chief of logistics
service. The team of psychological support unit is responsible for giving service to both staff
and disaster victims after a disaster. The operations service that is non-medical is responsible
for planning and carrying out necessary activities together with its subunits under the leader-
ship of preferably a civil defense expert  during a disaster inside the healthcare organizations
or during mixed emergency case/disasters.

Fire and search-rescue teams ensure that the materials for fire and search-rescue is ready
and plan activities. They take precautions in order to prevent fires and to minimize risks and
also control them; they control and extinguish; they do minor search-rescue activities; they
make the decontamination of hazardous and radioactive materials; they enable coordination of
work between fire brigades and search-rescue teams. 

A technical repair team makes the repair of technical vehicles and every kind of infrastructure
services as electricity, natural gas, heating, air conditioning, water, sewage system, phones
and makes them repair and enables them to give service all the time during any kind of tech-
nical failure.

A transportation and evacuation team coordinates the incomings and outgoings of staff to
Incident Command Center in a comfortable way. They decide on areas open or closed to traf-
fic. They help in directing the incoming  ambulances, fire brigades and search-rescue vehicles.
They make coordination with neighbourig foundations, institutions and transportation units.
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They help in transportation of equipments, devices and
materials to be used. They plan alternative exits and ways
to emergency exits, and make the planning of evacuation
prioritization and carry it out during a disaster. They iden-
tify some safe areas where evacuated patients, staff and
materials will be situated and perform a safe evacuation.

The team of social support service is responsible for pro-
viding social support for staff and their families. The pro-
viding such needs as sheltering, nourishment, health care
and child care of the healthcare organization staff and their
relatives; supporting the staff and their relatives are up to
this unit (If the operation unit that is not medical, is not
activated in healthcare organizations during external di-
sasters, this unit should become a part of the medical
operation unit in order to perform the function of support
to the families of the staff. It can work coordinately with
psychological support unit).

The necessary medical operation units of this service
described in the Figure 3 and 4 can be activated during
external disasters. All the necessary medical and non
medical units should be actiavated during any internal and
mixed disaster (For more detailed information about triage
activities and morgue services, see the Appendix-10 and
Appendix-11).

INFORMATION AND PLANNING

During response activities on  one hand search-rescue and
such activities continue and on the other hand all the infor-
mation about the activities that are performed should be
gathered and planned. Otherwise, a great disorder and
chaos might emerge. To avoid this an individual working
under the  incident commander and if there is, others con-
nected to him, make plan and information management
(Figure 3). 

One of the most important functions of medical services is to
make a record and keep them. The records that are kept in
information processing system should be backed up and the
system should be enabled to work without any break by taking
the advantage of the developing technology too. Healthcare
organizations should be ready for an information disaster. The
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loss of the records can cause unrecoverable legal problems
and serious financial losses. More detailed information about
information disasters are given in the Appendix-12. 

The chief of planning service can be the assistant of a head
physician/a quality council chief/the manager of nursing ser-
vices. The team of planning service and team chiefs should be
educated, experienced and adequate about the matter. 

The teams that make up this service, is shown below:

• The team of situation evaluation
• The team of medical staff and nursing services
• The team of assistant staff and documentation team

The primary duties of the service are these:

• Appointing the team chiefs working  under him, and to
ensure  their coordination.

• Planning all the activities that should be done before, 
after and during a disaster and ensure that their 
records are kept.

• Determine the  departments where  new staff is needed
and providing this need. Placing the staff who are current-
ly on duty and those who will be called for duty, inor- 
der of priority and registering of the incoming staff.

• Organize for the calling of medical staff and the staff 
from other healthcare organizations and to decide 
their resting  and working hours.

• Coordinating and controlling doctors, nurses and 
medical staff and also volunteers coming from the 
other healthcare organizations.

• Providing the documentation of the activities per
formed by healthcare organizations about disasters.

• Determining whether Disaster Emergency Aid Plan of
the healthcare organization has become successful or
not and informing this to the incident commander.

• Preparing protocols about the features of neighboring
healthcare organizations, protocols on patient transfer
among organizations, medical staffs and  ambulance 
support (with a liaison officer).
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LOGISTICS

A logistics service is responsible for providing vehicles, equipments, service and staff depending
on an incident. It organizes and manages such enterprises as the maintenance of physical area,
enough food, sheltering and provision of medical equipments before a disaster. 

While performing a response to an emergency case, they ensure the provision of necessary man
power, equipments and materials. They establish and coordinate the necessary communication
systems, maintenance and sheltering. 

They aid evacuation without giving chance to any panic and they establish and coordinate the
necessary communication systems. They provide emergency clothing food and other daily
requirements for the staff. 

Healthcare organizations are organizations that are dependent on technology and infrastructure
system. Even a minor failure in logistics (for example long term power-water cut) can make a
healthcare organization unserviceable.

While the activities of the response/operation teams continue intensely, various needs of both these
teams and all the other individuals and teams that are included in this incident emerge. Providing
these needs are necessary for the continuity of operations (For example providing materials, food
and drink and transportation by medical teams together with search-rescue teams).

In case of an emergency the logistics team decides such places as triage areas, response rooms, obser-
vation rooms, record and documentation areas beforehand and should place suitable equipments  and
materials by indicating these areas with signs in case of an emergency.  The chief of logistics service
can be a healthcare organization manager. The teams of logistics services and team chiefs should be
chosen from educated, experienced and a staff member who is well versed  with this condition.

The teams that organize this service, are as in the below:

• Facility support team
• Sanitation team
• Communication team
• Equipment team
• Food and maintenance team

The primary missions of logistics service are these:

• Identifying the responsibilities of the teams dependent on them and controlling them by 
providing coordination among them.

• Identifying every kind of resources as medical equipments, technical materials and providing
them and identifying the departments needing these resources.

• Identifying medical stuff that are going to be used during an emergency case, providing 
education for the staff (appointing alternatives) who are going to use these materials and 
also ensuring that the related units know the location of these equipments that will be  used
in case of an emergency.
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• Controlling the present technical systems in health-
care organizations, assessing the amount of damage, 
repairing breakdowns and ensuring the continuity of 
systems (heating, air conditioning, water, sewage sys-
tem, electricity, lifts and medical systems as a central
oxygen system).

• Controlling phones, wireless, etc. and ensuring the 
establish communication network.

• Controlling the problems about hazardous chemicals.
• Providing primary and urgent maintenance.
• Identifying the number of available beds and maintenance

equipments in the healthcare center and planning the
usage and back up of these items as necessary.

• Providing necessary food and maintenance service for
staff and patients.

• Providing for a sanitation team that should control 
whether present waste water and drainage system is 
functional and organizing for alternatives beforehand.

• Providing materials for decontamination and performing
their periodical maintenance and determining deconta-
mination areas together with a planning team (For a 
detailed information, see the Appendix-13 The Deconta-
mination and Contamination of Healthcare Organizations).

FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT

All the activities that are performed during a response have
financial and administrative dimensions. While the activi-
ties go on, it will be suitable for a person or persons under
the authority of the  incident commander to take control of
the  financial and administrative activities. All the items
and materials that may be required during a response
work and creation of the necessary financial resource and
related payments should be thought in this context. 

This service orginizes the use of financial resources du-
ring a disaster and emergency. At the same time they
control the documentation of emergency expenses and
medical maintenance by checking the conditions of the
necessary resources and services, so that the healthcare
organization to carry out its functions properly.

The chief of financial and administrative service can be
the hospitals deputy manager. The team of financial
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and administrative service and team chiefs should be
individuals who are educated, experienced and ade-
quate.  

The teams that organize this service are these as below:

• Tallying team
• Purchasing team
• Accounting/cost team

The primary missions of finance and administration
service are these:

• Identifying the responsibilities of teams under their 
authority, coordinating and supervising them

• Organizing the use of financial resources
• Providing the documentation and organization of 

expenses about emergency cases
• Preparing reports showing financial data about staff 

resource and various expenses that are presented by a
purchase specialist  every 12 hours collaborating with 
a planning service about the donation from public

• Making a planning about wages by keeping records of 
the working hours of employees 

PREPARATION FOR RESPONSE

Some preparations are needed beforehand in order to
make response activities process well. In this context,
activities mentioned below can be done:

Information about staff: Some information about all the
staff working in healthcare organizations should be
gathered for emergency cases.  For example, informa-
tion such as a staff relatives or next of kin to be contac-
ted during an emergency, trainings taken beforehand
about disasters and emergency cases, drills that are
attended, information and skills about response activi-
ties and if there is, illnesses and medicines that are
taken by the  staff can be learnt (Appendix-8). At the
same time forms containing this information, can be
changed into a form that can be used during emergency
response. 
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Telephone chains: A telephone chain is a system prepared
beforehand about who will be in contact with whom during
a disaster and an emergency. It is very important to activate
this chain perfectly. The number of individuals and what
kind of a chain will be established are important at this
point. The family members of staff can be included in this
chain together with the ones mentioned below during ne-
cessary cases. The one who will start this chain should be
decided beforehand too.

• The staff of healthcare organizations
• Civil defense
• City, town disaster management
• 112 ambulance
• All the related organizations (Fire brigade, etc.)
• Highways 

The other information systems: Various information sys-
tems can be established in organizations other than tele-
phone chains. It will be decided according to the magnitude
of a disaster or an emergency which one of these systems
can be used. 

In addition to media organs such as TV channels and
radios, consider the following ways during and out of work-
ing hours. 

a. During working hours

• Through general announce system 
• Sending E-mail
• Interphone calling
• Internal…. or…. being called by informing security
• Informing switchboard operator
• Sending SMS message
• Informing by going personally or a carrier
• Informing someone that is in suitable state
• By using a mobile phone
• By informing an information desk staff

b. Out of working hours

• Calling Exchange by a phone directly
• By using a mobile phone
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• Sending SMS
• Sending E-mail
• By coming in the organization personally

Communication lines should be reliable. The names, addresses and phone numbers of all the
doctors and assistant medical staff, important administrative and technical staff, kitchen staff
and transportation officers should be ready. 

A plan should be designed in a way that it covers a wide range from daily routine emergency
cases to disasters and should be activated gradually. So Disaster Emergency Aid Plan should
act according to an organization that includes being informed beforehand about a critical or
injured patient coming to a healthcare organization and starting a planned standard response 
automatically.

These steps or stages can be as mentioned below:

Stage 1: Activation stage (receiving call, situation evaluation, firt response)
Stage 2: Application stage (organization: triage, diagnosis, treatment, care)
Stage 3: Recovery stage (turning into daily life, reporting)

Response teams are actually the teams that can carry out the functions seen under ICS. In this
context, teams should be organized in relation with the size of an organization and matching
with the necessities prescribed in Disaster Legislation. 

Local Disaster Volunteers (LDV) is a team that will carry out various responses and particular-
ly search and rescue activities and when appropriate do preparation activities. This team ha-
ving been trained earlier by volunteers or official orginizations, carries out the activities at the
first hours/days until professional response teams arrives. These individuals can perform such
activities as responding a minor fire, cutting off  infrastructure services as power, natural gas
and, treating minor injuries and doing minor search and rescue activities in accordance with
their previous trainings on disaster/an emergency. It is very important to be prepared, to do
planning and to cooperate with workmates in order to carry out these activities and to over-
come these difficulties (For a detailed information about Local Disaster Volunteers, you can
make use of Disaster Preparedness for Local Disaster Volunteers Training Program).
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VIII. THE FIFTH STEP: PROCEDURES

It is necessary to make some preparations in order to decide how to act in every subject in case
of a disaster or emergency. In healthcare organizations, there are protocols applied in normal
times and in mass incidents similar to protocols given below:

• Preparation lists in services
• Protocol of conducting Hospital Disaster Emergency Aid Plan
• Protocol of ending Hospital Disaster Emergency Aid Plan
• Protocol of recalling the staff
• Security protocol
• Hospital evacuation protocol
• Volunteers’ working protocol
• Patient care protocols
• Protocols of quickly discharging the patients

In addition to these, deciding on the process of communication system within the establishment
and how it is going to be activated in case of a fire, what the first person who sees the fire should
do and the mechanism of counting the staff after the evacuation, which forms are going to  be
used and other important issues should be determined in order to increase the probability of the
system’s working  perfectly during and after the event.

Considering this reality during planning works, tools like arrangement instructions and Standard
Operating procedures should be developed. These tools should be as the articles given below:

• Appropriate for the planned usage
• Complete
• Understandable, brief, easy to use
• Has enough details
• Current
• Appropriate for the purpose
• Described in Disaster and Emergency Plan 

Type of these tools which will be explained in the following chapters in detail, are as below:

• Standard operation procedures
• Directions
• Check lists
• Sign up forms
• Information cards
• Maps

STANDARD OPERATION PROCEDURES

Standard Operation procedure (SOP) is a procedure that contains information that enables all
the related people to do the things in the same way. In case of a disaster or emergency, who
will do what, where, when and how, is also described in SOP. All the tasks which are neces-
sary to do should be in the written form of SOP prepared beforehand and should be located in
an easily accessible place in case of an incident (For an example of SOP see Appendix-14).
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SOPs are developed in the planning process and added to
the “Appendix” part of the plan. The following steps can be
followed in this process:

• Making a list of missions
• Defining who will do what, where, when and how
• Determining the steps of each mission
• Determining the standards to fulfill mission
• Testing the procedures
• Checking the SOPs regularly and keeping them up-to-date

INSTRUCTIONS

The instructions/directions related to the activities per-
formed in the working places can be listed like this:

• ISO-9001-2000 Quality Management System
• OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management

System
• ISO-14001 Environmental Management System
• Internal company regulations 

Depending on their field of actions the healthcare organizations
may prepare instructions/directions of different numbers and
with different contents (an example of work-flow schema of
instructions and directions is given for triage in Appendix-10).

CHECKLISTS

A checklist is designed to tick off the missions’ list, their
steps, features, contents and other details when they are
completed. Checklists can be in the following forms:

• One box tick off (DONE or AVAILABLE) or an empty box
(NOT DONE or NOT AVAILABLE)

• More than one box (for example YES or NO)
• Ratio scale 

The checklists are useful in the following cases:

• The tasks which have simple steps
• Keeping a record of what is done or what is not done
• Reminding the important stages
• Evaluations
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SIGN UP FORMS

Sign up forms are the ones on which calculations; observa-
tions and other information are recorded. The main aim
here is to keep records of what is done. For example, dama-
ge evaluation forms which are created in order to make
damage evaluation after an incident.

INFORMATION CARDS 

Information cards are the documents on which necessary
information to perform an action is stated properly. They are
easy to use and give practical information. Information cards
are useful for the following subjects:

• When the useful information is given in graphics for the missions
• The information which can get lost (change periodically)
• The information gathered from different sources

An example of information cards is the documents on which
basic information about chemicals used in the establishments
is stated. (For an example of ‹nformation cards see Appendix-
12.) These cards can include  information about a chemical;
the material’s basic chemical characteristics, the possible
hazards related to the material, if any hazard occurs what
should be done as first aid response, how to transport and
store this material safely.

Other information card examples include the followings:

• Reference lists
• Diagrams, labeled demonstrations, graphics and tables
• Information summaries prepared in the matrix form 

(like tax tables)

MAPS

Maps are important parts of Disaster and Emergency Aid
Plans. Multiple maps can be added in order to use in dif-
ferent parts of the plan. These can be listed like this:

• Geographical characteristics and borders
• Area of responsibility
• The locations of important functions
• Routes of transportation
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IX. THE SIXTH STEP: 
TRAINING AND EXERCISES

Training and exercises are supporting activities which enable performing what is written in the
plans. Trainings are useful in order to teach people what is written in the plans, to make them
understand the meanings of the processes in the plans and to help them reach the necessary
level of knowledge and ability to perform the tasks within the plan.

On the other hand exercises help to perform what is learned in the trainings and to see what
is wrong and what is right. Everything that should be known within the training and exercise
studies are explained under the related topics below.

TRAINING

Training within the scope of disaster preparedness should not be kept limited only with explaining
the plan and the staff’s role within the plan. Staff should be trained in such a way that he/she should
be aware of activities taking place outside his area of action and he/she should acts in a way that
makes the process easier. Besides due to the principle which states that “precautions against earth-
quake starts from the staff’s home”, all the staff must be trained about personal precautions against
disaster. 
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Different trainings might be required depending on the needs
and studies designed within the plan of the healthcare organi-
zation. Within this scope, training can be given about neces-
sary precautions to be taken on the subjects of disaster me-
dicine, disaster preparedness, fire extinction, search and res-
cue, team institution, evacuation, in case of nuclear, biologi-
cal, chemical, radiological poisoning, alternative techniques
on the subjects like sterilization for the continuity of service
in extraordinary conditions, triage techniques and many simi-
lar subjects.

It is very important for all medical staff in healthcare organiza-
tions to get disaster medicine training and provide continuity of
it. Staff should be completely trained against possible health
problems due to certain disasters. For example after the
Marmara Earthquake the number of patients with crush syn-
drome is approximately 700. Procedure of approach to these
patients should absolutely be known by the staff to reduce mor-
tality. It should not be forgotten that patients with crush syn-
drome would need dialysis because of acute kidney failure. 

Depending on the type of disaster, illness and injury types may
differ and healthcare organizations must be prepared properly
for these different types of injuries and illness. For example, the
number of patients that are exposed to trauma after the disas-
ter increase significantly, and surgical intervention preparation
of healthcare organizations should be planned well.

By the way, needs like training of technical staff on non-
structural hazards, DASK (Turkish Catastrophic Insurance
Pool) and trainings of administrative staff on handling  of the
disabled, fire, rescue and evacuation trainings of emergency
aid teams should be conducted in a planned way depending
on the features of the institutions.

In order to prepare training plan, roles and responsibilities
should be defined well. Training and knowledge need of emplo-
yees, visitors, patients, subcontractor/suppliers, managers and
people who take responsibility in emergency response and a
training program should be prepared according to these needs.
The following should be defined for a 12 month period:

• Who will be trained in each subjects?
• Who will give the training?
• What kind of training devices will be used?
• When and where the trainings will be?

FIRST AID TRAINING
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Trainings can be in some different ways:

Tutorial Sessions: these are the meetings which are held periodically and aimed to reply the
questions, determine the needs and mutual knowledge sharing.

Desktop Exercise: in these meetings members of Disaster Committee work on created scenar-
ios and the responsibilities and tasks of each member in case of a disaster are discussed.

Exercise: in these activities what the Disaster Committee and response teams will do during
the incident are shown practically. Adapting trainings are organized in order to test functions
especially in first aid, alarm, warning and other specific areas.

Evacuation Exercise: this exercise includes informing the Disaster committee about the possib-
le dangers on the evacuation way stated in the plan by the workers in the establishment after
the exercise. In the light of this information plan is revised. 

Realistic Exercise: it is the application of an emergency scenario which is prepared close to
reality. Staff, emergency response teams, management and local community institutions join
this kind of exercises. 

Some basic subjects which should be known within the context of trainings can be summarized like this: 

BASIC BEHAVIOURS

Another important subject which should be taught in the trainings and strengthened with exer-
cises is how to act during a hazard. If more trials are made, people will tend to do right actions
with their reflexes when the hazard begins.

Basic actions which should be performed in general hazards are like the ones below (For furt-
her information about basic actions during a hazard check First 72 Hours for The Individual and
Family in an Earthquake Training Program).
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EVACUATION

Evacuation of a building or a region necessitates a serious
planning and it is a difficult process to conduct. Healthcare
organizations according to their service and their target
groups,  is much more complicated difficult and risky to
evacuate.

In order to warn the patients written warnings and things
to be done during an extraordinary condition must be pre-
pared as information tables and hanged at the back of
patients’ room doors.

In healthcare organizations existence of patients connec-
ted to life support units, incubator, bedridden, disabled
patients make the evacuation process more difficult. For
this reason, evacuation process has critical importance at
the moment of a hazard. Within this context when the plan
is being designed the following subjects should be taken
into consideration; evacuation behavior, gathering place,
partner system, floor and position plans.

Evacuation Behaviors To Be Considered: Evacuation deci-
sion and application occurs in different forms in different
hazards. For example; the moment fire starts evacuation
can be started too. However when the earthquake starts,
people should wait until the earthquake and trembling are
over then evacuation can be started. That’s why different
evacuation plans should be designed according to dif-
ferent types of hazards.

The subjects which should be paid attention to during
evacuation can be listed like this:

• Focus on order and safety instead of speed.
• People should help the victims without putting them

selves at risk or make them be helped.
• People should leave the places without being anxious 

and take their personal properties and protective mate-
rials and also they should take first aid kits if necessary.

• People should go the nearest exits unhurriedly and 
quietly, people should avoid unnecessary hurriedness. 

• People should avoid unnecessary dialogues and 
should be careful about walking in the line continually. 

• Stairs should be used orderly and there should not be
a jam on the way.
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• If there is smoke in the place, drop to the floor and fol
low the nearest wall and crawl towards exit. If there is
a fire hazard, during evacuation closed doors should 
be checked with the back of hands in order to understand
whether they are hot or not. If the door is cold then it 
should be opened carefully and go on walking if it is safe.

• At the end of evacuation everyone should go to gathering
place and obey the directives of the incident com-
mander.

Meeting Place: The people evacuated from the structures
gather in the meeting places. That’s why one or more
meeting places should be determined beforehand accor-
ding to the situations. Stock should be taken, people’s
conditions should be checked and the first evaluation
should be made after the incident. 

Partner System: In order to create a controlled evacua-
tion system partner system is another mechanism to be
used. The purpose of this system is to enable people to
move together with other people or the units in the
establishment move together with other units and be
evacuated together. Everyone is responsible for his/her
partner or unit and he/she has to be sure about the eva-
cuation of his/her partner or unit. Partner system func-
tions as a system which controls itself. For example,
people who sit next to each other or work on the same
production line can be partner of a different unit on the
same floor. Partner people or units check physical con-
dition of each other and then they are evacuated toget-
her in the same way. 

Floor and Position Plans: Floor and position plans are
needed both during evacuation and response after the
incident. These plans must be prepared for each related
place and they should be preserved both in Disaster and
Emergency Plan and in different places in the establish-
ment with sufficient copies. This will be very useful for
easy access during the incident.

Areas which will be used in case of emergency should be
determined and demonstrated in floor and position plans
like administrative center, triage area, response rooms,
observation rooms, waiting rooms. Introduction signs

EXIT
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should be prepared and resting rooms of the staff assigned in emergency should be deter-
mined beforehand.

Floor and position plans can be prepared with backups as A and B plans according to the size
of the establishment.  Those plans can be listed like this:

Closed Area Response Plans: This plan includes response works in closed areas. These
plans are considered for the hazards that people can encounter when they have to stay in
closed areas. For example, when there is severe storm or snow the use closed areas should
be planned. Where the command center and triage center (red, yellow, green, black area)
will be and where people will wait and other similar subjects should be determined before
and marked on the plan.

Open Area Response Plans: This plan includes response works in open areas. For example,
in case of an earthquake open area response plans can be used. In these plans; gathering
place, where dead and injured people will be gathered, triage area, command center, psy-
chological first aid center and other needed areas should be determined and marked on the
map, sketch or plan.

Evacuation Plans: Evacuation can be oriented to inside or outside according to the type of
hazard. For example, in case of an earthquake or fire evacuation is from closed areas to
open areas whereas during severe storms people should move from open areas to closed
areas. Depending on the probable hazard that can occur in the establishment relevant eva-
cuation plans are prepared. Within this context evacuation ways and who will use which way
should be determined.

Evacuation Decision in Health Institutions

The person who decides whether the institution would be evacuated or not against any di-
saster hazard is the incident commander. Incident commander who has full authority on this
subject is responsible for also coordination of healthcare organization evacuation actions.
Before deciding, taking opinions from more experienced institutions about disasters will be
useful.

The person who decides service evacuation within the healthcare organization is the incident
commander with the suggestion of operation chief. In situations when the healthcare organi-
zation is partly affected, evacuation of only affected part would be enough.

During evacuation patients who are transferred to other healthcare organizations should be
given documents, laboratory inspection results, electrocardiography, x-ray, computed tomog-
raphy, magnetic resonance and all other necessary documents.
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Planning after Evacuation in Healthcare Organizations

Emergency bed capacities of healthcare organizations must be defined and during a disaster
mode of patients transport to which region and which healthcare organization should be deter-
mined. Number of necessary field hospital and their capacities should be evaluated, compared
with existing ones and provided according to need.

Especially for healthcare organizations with high patient capacities, in order to meet the exist-
ing patients’ needs, and also to meet the intense demand after the disaster and give effective
service they must have a field hospital.

Preparation of operating room service which is an absolute need after disaster should be
planned well, too. The best option to give operating room service in disasters is to transport
patients properly –if possible- and providing medical support in healthcare organizations
which exist in the closest unaffected regions.

It is possible to give operating room service to serious incidents in disaster region under the
circumstances given below:

• Conducting these services in the operating room of a healthcare organization which exists
in disaster region but not affected by the disaster. 

• Providing these services by establishing mobile hospitals operating rooms carried from 
non affected regions to affected region for the purpose of aid.

• Carrying out these services in the closest healthcare organization operation rooms by 
transporting the injured people to the closest and most appropriate hospital in non affec-
ted region.

EXERCISES

Exercises are intended to perform the actions set forth in the plans and in fact exercises are
in a way applied training. Healthcare organizations’ having written plans does not necessarily
mean that they are ready for the disaster and emergencies. For this reason exercises should
be seen as a kind of practical training. 

There should be at least one or more exercises in every establishment every year. Exercise can
be designed in different subjects and sized according to the context of the plans.

In different subjects such as behavior during earthquake, evacuation after the earthquake,
evacuation during fire, triage, search and rescue, response to fire, team organization, etc. se-
parate or combined exercises can be organized. These works should be evaluated in order to
see whether the works are going on according to the plans or not. In the light of these evalua-
tions what is wrong and what is right is seen and then the necessary changes can be done in
the plans (For an example of Exercise Evaluation Form see Appendix-16).
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X. THE SEVENTH STEP:
MUTUAL AID

Healthcare organizations, during a disaster or emergency,
might need to receive aid from outer sources on the subjects of
consumable material and medicine. For this reason, if the
issues that might require aid be determined beforehand and
included in the plan, proper studies will be conducted and
according to needs cooperation can be done by signing agree-
ments beforehand with the related institutions and corporations.

Depending on their size, the healthcare organizations should
determine beforehand in which of the followings fields should they
need outer aid and take precautions accordingly:

• Transportation
• Communication
• Equipment and infrastructure
• Food-drink
• Security
• Financial issues

Healthcare organizations, just after the disaster, should use
agreements and protocols prepared beforehand in order to
make building control and start amendment, use the sources
of institutions and corporations for providing alternative ser-
vice areas and material supply, use transportation ways like
ferry, train for patient transportation, collecting aid and ma-
king distribution organization. These kinds of protocols which
are prepared for the purpose of cooperation and bearing the
cost later(especially for private sector) are the significant part
of planning process (See Appendix-5 Protocol Example Made
with Civil Engineer against Earthquake).

In disaster preparedness studies healthcare organizations
should be in cooperation with emergency aid ambulances
which give emergency medical service, Health Department,
Civil Defense Organization, municipality and other corpora-
tions. Also transportation plan of the staff to the institution
after the disaster should be prepared beforehand; in case vo-
lunteers are needed, those trained and whose procedures are
defined should be chosen. Healthcare organizations accor-
ding to needs can sign agreements for aid with different insti-
tutions and corporations in short and long term after the di-
saster or emergency. Local Disaster Volunteers  organization
is a significant source for receiving support from volunteers
(For further information you can use Disaster Preparedness
for Local Disaster Volunteers Training Book).
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Healthcare organizations when preparing disaster prepared-
ness plans should arrange their equipments and material
needs considering the fact that they might not receive any aid
during the first 72 hours. Necessary technical amendment,
backup and storage studies should be planned according to
this fact.

Within this context these subjects given below should be taken
into consideration:

• List of necessary materials is made. Special materials 
for emergency response teams which are organized 
within the plan and general materials are defined con-
sidering the possible needs of staff and patients.  

• Materials are kept in safe and suitable places. Who will
be responsible for which material is defined beforehand.

• Planning should be made for materials which organization
can obtain but cannot store and would absolutely need. For
these kinds of materials, as it is explained in the previous
step, these materials can be provided by signing agree-
ments with other institutions and corporations beforehand.

• These materials should be controlled regularly, and rene-
wed or fixed according to their aging and damage condition.

• While considering the needs, food should be taken into 
consideration as well. While making food stock, you 
should be careful about storage conditions and to renew
expired food and drinks.

• Special medicine needs of healthcare organization staff
should be counted as well. Storage conditions of all 
medical materials should be specially dealt.

It is significant to define alternative solutions and back up
infrastructure which would be out of order after the disaster. 

Storage of materials like fuel and water, backing up medical
gases used as host system, life support units and other me-
dical materials (which are portative) and their portative
sources should be made. 

Medicine, consumable material, blood and blood products
should be backed up in appropriate amount and safe places,
and renewed by taking their expiry dates into account.

Also medical waste management should be taken into con-
sideration after the disaster.

SUPPLY

BOX

Pasta
canned food

Tuna fish

Cereal

XI. THE EIGHTH STEP:
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENTS
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According to 24 hours rule, basic medical material list recommended for 50 incidents is as given below:
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*Solutions which contain potassium should not be used for the patients suspected to have
crush syndrome. Similar precautions like warning label on the solutions should be taken
beforehand.

In healthcare organizations, for possible disaster and according to increasing needs stocks
should be made. 

These material stocks should be revised regularly and their expiry dates should be throughly
checked.

However unsuitable the present conditions may be, in order to conduct operating room ser-
vice, sterile environment and materials, monitorization materials, anesthetic material, neces-
sary medicine for CPR, solution and materials, medicine and solutions to be used in anesthe-
sia all of them should exist.
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APPENDIXES

1. Disaster Emergency Plan Control List
2. Family Disaster Plan
3. An example for the parts that must be in Disaster Emergency Aid Plan
4. Field Hospital
5. A protocol sample to be made with the construction engineer for an earthquake
6. An example for Hazard Control List
7. An example for Hazard Mitigation Form
8. An example for Personnel Information Form
9. Control of Epidemic Diseases After Disaster
10.Triage Principles
11.Morgue Services
12.Healthcare Organizations and Informatics
13.Contamination and Decontamination of Healthcare Organizations
14.An example for Standard Operation Procedure
15.An example for Information Card
16.An example for Exercise Evaluation Form
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APPENDIX- 1. Disaster Emergency Plan Control List

• Do you have a Disaster and Emergency 
Plan in your facility that includes all dangers?

• Have your staff in the facility taken the neces-
sary training about emergency procedures?

• Have you been performing your disaster 
and emergency plan frequently? Have 
you been making the necessary changes 
on the plan?

• Do your staff in charge know where 
the disaster and emergency 
plan is?

• Have your new staff taken the neces-
sary training for disaster and emer-
gency plan?

• Have your facility manager and other 
relevant staff known how long it takes 
for the help to arrive after phoning the 
necessary department at the end of an 
emergency?

• Have your staff taken the necessary training 
to cope with the emergencies until help arrives?

• Is there anyone who has special training for emergencies among your staff?
• Are emergency phone numbers set up to direct click to call?
• Are emergency service phone numbers (fire brigade, ambulance, and police) in a place that can

be seen easily by all staff?
• Do you have enough vehicles to transport the staff to a safe area during the evacuation?
• Do the local safety and fire departments have your facility’s layout plan?
• Do the facility management invite the safety units and fire brigades to the facility to make them

know the place every year?
• Are fire, evacuation and rescue exercises in the facility being performed in the periods when it

is crowded and/ or there is heavy traffic?
• Do you have evacuation plans?
• Do you have a plan on what to do in case an emergency happens when the staff in ser- 

vice vehicles?
• Who has got the keys during and out of working hours?
• Has accessibility been provided in emergency?
• Do important files have backup?
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APPENDIX-2. Family Disaster Plan
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APPENDIX-3. An example for the parts that must be in Disaster Emergency Aid Plan
COVER
COVERING LETTER
APPROVAL PAGE
TABLE OF DISTRUBUTION
CHART OF CHANGE REGISTRATION
CONTENTS

FIRST PART: GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1. AIM
2. CONTENT
3. LEGAL BASIS 
4. RESPONSIBILITY
5. DEFINITIONS
6. BASIC PRINCIPLES
7. ENTRY INTO FORCE
8. OFFERINGS
9. ENFORCEMENT

SECOND PART: GENERAL SITUATION AND PREPARATIONS
10. BUILDING INFORMATION
11. PERSONNEL INFORMATION
12. EMERGENCY PHONES AND PHONE CHAINS
13. TAKEN PRECAUTIONS
14. DISASTER TRAININGS AND EXERCISES
15. ANNUAL WORKING PLAN

THIRD PART: EMERGENCY SERVICES
16. COORDINATION
17. COMMAND CENTER
18. RESPONSE SERVICE
19. INFORMATION AND PLANNING SERVICE
20. LOGISTICS AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE
21. FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICE

FOURTH PART: PROCEDURES AND CONTROL LISTS
22. BOMB THREAT
23. EARTHQUAKE
24. CHEMICAL FALL-OUT
25. FLOOD AND DELUGE
26. WIND STORM
27. CRITICAL PATIENT/ CASUALTY
28. AGGRESSIVE PATIENT / CASUALTY
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29. CONTAMINATED PATIENT/CASUALTY
30. SUICIDE ATTEMPT
31. FIRE AND EXPLOSION
32. SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE
33. SUSPICIOUS PERSON

FIFTH PART: VOLUNTEERS, MUTUALIZATION AND COOPERATION
MUTUAL AID

SIXTH PART: EVACUATION AND RAREFACTION
EVACUATION AND RAREFACTION

SEVENTH PART: MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENTS
APPENDIXES
APPENDIX-I   EMERGENCY FORMS
APPENDIX- II EMERGENCY FLOOR AND POSITION PLANS
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APPENDIX-4. Field Hospital

A field hospital should be established in case the local health organizations are damaged
or under threat and cannot meet the requirements after a disaster. Healthcare
Organizations Disaster Plan Management Committee will decide whether a field hospital
is going to be established or not after necessary permissions. The plan of a possible field
hospital is shortly mentioned in the chapter below. It is not necessary for the whole comp-
lex to be in tents. It would be more appropriate to benefit from the secure buildings of pub-
lic and private institutions or organizations around. Appropriate buildings for this purpose
are as in below:

• State buildings
• Schools
• Sports Hall
• Stadiums
• Mosques
• Parks
• Hotels
• Guesthouse

Advantages of using tents can be listed in this way:

• Since it is light it provides transportation chance in every condition.
• As it is cheap, it is not a burden for the institutions.
• Its maintenance and repair is cheap so it can be used again and again. 

Field hospitals that will be established during disasters have a modular structure as
Health Organization Disaster Plan.

Field hospitals consist of five main sections. These sections and each subsection can be
enlarged, downsized or totally taken out from the plan according to the conditions. Also in
necessary situations Incident Command System, etc. can be added to the healthcare
organization that is expanded in sections or partitions.

I) Administrative units, air and land ambulance entrance sections

1. Healthcare Organization disaster plan command centre
2. Press and public relations centre
3. Control point
4. Ambulance parking places and heliports
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II) Operation unit first part
1. Waiting area
2. Patient registration area
3. Triage unit area
4. Patient decontamination area
5. Trauma resuscitation area
6. Adult resuscitation area
7. Pediatric resuscitation area
8. Temporary monitoring and observation area 

III)  Operation Unit second part
1. Emergency treatment unit area
2. Medical dressing and quick response unit area
3. Internal patients service area with beds
4. Internal medicine and coronary intensive care unit area
5. Surgery area
6. Surgical inpatient service area
7. Surgical intensive care unit area
8. Radiology unit area
9. Blood bank area
10. Laboratory area
11. Pharmacy
12. Medical supply depot

IV) Logistics section
1. Public health service area
2. Elective treatment areas

Numbered 1: Internal medicine, cardiology and thoracic diseases treatment area
Numbered 2: Pediatric, gynecology and childbirth treatment area
Numbered 3: Eye, ear-nose-throat, orthopedics, urology and dermatology treatment area
Numbered 4: neurology and psychiatry treatment area

3. Staff services area: Kitchen area, staff dining hall and cafeteria area, staff resting
area, meeting area, staff shower and toilet areas, drinking water and food stores area,
anesthesia and surgical material depot area, generator and uninterruptible power supply
area, fuel tank area, medical waste and garbage area

V) Social services section

1. Relatives of staff who are in need of nursing and childcare area of the staff.
2. Civil car park
3. Showers and toilets
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PROTOCOL

This protocol herein is made between ……………… and construction engineer ……………..  with
the aim of serving as a voluntary/ waged consultant within the scope of Disaster Preparation
Project of the healthcare organization.

1. The information and guidance of voluntary/waged construction engineer would be limited with
the Disaster Preparation Project of the healthcare organization in content with this protocol herein.

2. The information given by the healthcare organization about the structural condition would
be actualized if their convenience is accepted by the healthcare organization management and
the evacuation decision would be ground on them.

3. The support of …………… would be for coming to the healthcare organization and deciding
whether nursing services would continuo or not by defining the healthcare organization’s
exposure level after the disaster.

4.  …………….. would not reveal any secret or explicit information about the healthcare organi-
zation that he/she get during his/her studies in healthcare organization without the knowl-
edge of the healthcare organization management or a written permission directly or indirectly
to the third real or legal people during this contract herein and after the protocol procedure. 

5. Healthcare organization is responsible for providing every information and document that
construction engineer ………………… demands for the subject.

6. ………………….. accepts and declares that he/she would not lay a claim for the services
he/she gives for the healthcare organization in the coming days no matter what happens.

7. Contracting parties accept and declare that they would keep all the articles of this protocol
herein which is signed with the aim of helping the healthcare organization and community
during emergencies and natural disasters. (DATE).

Healthcare organization Manager                                           Construction Engineer
Name Surname                                                                        Name Surname
Signature                                                                                  Signature

APPENDIX-5. A protocol sample to be made with the construction engineer for an earthquake
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APPENDIX-6. An example for Hazard Control List
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APPENDIX-9. Control of Epidemic Diseases After Disaster

Among the routine health services of healthcare organizations there are the identify epi-
demic diseases, informing the necessary departments about it, that is the process of
informing the medical authorities about the cases or plagues by way of official communica-
tion channels, taking the protective precautions and providing necessary treatment. These
tasks can be actualized with infectious diseases and public health units. 

For the control of epidemic diseases and to enable the system carried on by social organi-
zations to function well, case/epidemics identification-recording-affirmation (epidemiologi-
cal/in laboratories); notification (early/routine); analysis and interpretation
(place/time/personal features); informing the field; taking control measures; programme
decisions; change within plans and policies; performing  the process of evaluation and
observation steps gradually are necessary. Epidemic diseases with obligatory notifications
have a notification process that extends from the health organization where the disease is
diagnosed to the local health authority, Ministry of Health and World Health Organization
according to the group the disease belongs to.

It should not be forgotten that an epidemic disease is considered as a disaster by taking into
account the crowd of people and the region it affects. Precautions for this must be exten-
sive. In this part control of the epidemic diseases after a disaster is going to be mentioned.

There is a high possibility for epidemic diseases to occur during the post impact phase.
There are some elements which affect the risk epidemics during disasters. One or more of
these may lead an epidemic of an infectious disease.

Ecological changes, season, poor sanitation in disaster area, population movements might
cause the diseases to be carried to other regions or might cause the people who have
moved to new places get infected with the endemic diseases in this region. It might accele-
rate the spread of diseases. Collective living conditions in temporary settlements increase
the occurrence and spread of the diseases that spread through close contact or droplet.
Disruption of environmental health services affects this situation as well.

The primary and urgent precaution after a natural disaster is warning the crisis manage-
ment counters and the victims themselves about consuming packed drinking water until
safe water and food is provided  and to use canned food and avoiding eating uncooked foods.
Information taken from the crisis management counters about the magnitude, risks and the
required number of staff and materials for all healthcare services is precious and guiding
for the teams that are going to be sent this region.
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Actually an outbreak control organization which would be established against an outbreak
threat must be performed under the control of an authorized government institution. With the
aim of providing the permanent communication between the crisis management counter and
the region in a planned and organized way a local centre like “Control Committee of Infectious
Diseases” can be formed. In this way not only the teams which would control the outbreak but
also the teams which would provide immunization and routine infection services after a disas-
ter would be defined as well.

The outbreak control study in post disaster phase should be organized by taking into account
the risky areas, probable infectious diseases and the demographic features of the people under
risk. Taken precautions would aim at the source, path of infection and healthy people. In the
cases where gastrointestinal system diseases are expected as a result of Salmonella, Shigella
or Vibrio, personal hygiene, disinfection/sterilization of waste and contaminated belongings,
water and food sanitation gain importance. And also to prevent the spread of infectious diseases
necessary vaccines should be sent to the region immediately through cold chain. There must be
specialists on clinical microbiology and infectious diseases and also public health specialist in
the team that is assigned for outbreak control.

Providing continuity within the disrupted routine services is important. Records of the patients
with infectious diseases who presented to the hospital  before the disaster should be kept
accordingly and seasonal features of infections that are seen in the region should be clarified.
Laboratory materials that are needed for this should be prepared while the inventory of the
stock is taken. These routine services should be carried on after a natural disaster. So both the
continuity of the services in pre-existing healthcare organizations and technical support for the
outbreak control studies in the region on  condition not to disrupt the routine tasks are provi-
ded.

Healthcare organizations should use the forms they keep during the routine studies to
inform about the cases of infectious disease they detected or found suspicious even in post
disaster period and perform the notification  procedure. In addition to the normal proce-
dure, notifications should be made to the incident commander of healthcare organization,
Local Health Authority Crisis Management and Governorship Crisis Management Centres.
Disaster crisis management counters should take steps for giving necessary warnings and
increasing the precautions. At the bottom there is a sample of the form used for notifica-
tions.
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Form 014 Front side :
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APPENDIX-10. Triage Principles 

Triage is the process of giving medical decisions and making choices about the several
patients in need of help or about sharing the opportunities in hand correctly. It is based on
patient management. Triage is a difficult and stressful process for the person applying it.
It is applied when the existing labour force, devices, medicines and consumables sources
are not enough and  is not sufficient for the needs of patients or casualties in question.

In healthcare organizations it is the mission of the doctor to apply triage in a disaster or
emergency. But in the incident places or healthcare organizations, medical staff other than
the doctors, rescue staff and even first aiders can apply triage when it is necessary.

Triage is a different process from the medical response. It is the rapid checking of casual-
ties in row, making an evaluation and passing to another injured person without any inter-
vention and starting the intervention after evaluation is over.

Triage is made by doctor/health staff who arrive first to the scene. And the starting point
is the point where the individual responsible from triage is situated. The patients/casual-
ties classified during triage might be separated in groups by using triage cards or materi-
als available at the scene. The whole team must be well informed and experienced about
the subject.

Although several different techniques, algorithms are used for triage, the most common
one is “Start Protocol” which is used  world wide especially in disasters. In the section
below this method is explained.

The most common triage method in the world applied by the staff other than the doctors
is Start. (Simple Triage And Rapid Treatment). This method depends on the principle of
evaluating the three vital functions respiration, circulation and consciousness in a short
time without using any equipment. After the evaluation patients are separated in four
groups which are coded with different colours.

Green: Slightly injured (Since they are the group that scream most, they can use up all the
sources if not paid attention and cause seriously injured people get less help)

Red: Seriously injured (they are first patients to be treated, they are the casualties who
might die if they do not get help immediately) 

Yellow: Casualties who are in need of serious help but still can wait for a while.

Black: The dead (it is the authority of the doctor to diagnose the dead in our country) but if
there is no doctor, help for a patient who is thought to be dead by looking at specific fea-
tures might be delayed. Still it should not be forgotten that these people must be seen by
a doctor.
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According to this method the person who is going to apply triage initially makes a voice
triage (calls the people around). Those who can walk are considered as slightly injured.
Then the person who applies triage classifies the patients or casualties starting from the
closest one to him/her according to the method explained in the figure below.

After the classification (triage) necessary aid (first aid, transport, treatment) is provided
starting from the patients marked in red. Triage is applied to all the people affected by the
event. There might be changes within the medical condition of people in due course.
Therefore triage will be repeated many times when it is required.
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Example of triage card: Standard triage card of Ministry of Health is used.

                         RoT MINISTRY OF HEALTH
                                         TRIAGE CARD

                                                                     Date__/__/__

NAME SURNAME/APPEARANCE:

Triage Dr:____________

………………………………………………………
SECOND transport team will have this part

INSTITUTION OF THE TEAM:____________________
TEAM NO:___________

FIRST transport team will have this part

INSTITUTION OF THE TEAM:____________________
TEAM NO:___________

OXYGEN_____ min.

INTUBATION

 CPR

THORAX DRAINAGE           
RIGHT   LEFT

BLEEDING CONTROL

STABILIZATION

DECONTAMINATION

      NOTE:____________________________

       _________________________________

       _________________________________

       DR: ______________________________

……………………………………………………………….
       Patient's Name Surname.

___________________________________

The healthcare organization he/she is referred to:
______________________________________
………………………………………………………………..

Patient's Name Surname.
___________________________________

The healthcare organization he/she is referred to:
______________________________________

CONSCIOUS
RESPIRATION
CIRCULATION

SOLUTIONS

DRUGS

TRIAGE

TRIAGE

TRIAGE
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APPENDIX-11 Morgue Services

Catastrophic disasters, bodies whose identities are unknown , those who die in the hos-
pital and those brought from other places may create serious legal and social problems.
In order to minimize these problems the precautions to be taken during the preparation
process should be defined.

In the chaos that may occur after a disaster, identification and burial of the dead in a
smooth way will be possible only if the concerned persons are identified and well trained
through a  good planning .

For identification the following methods might be used:

1. Numbering all the dead and recording their known features.
2. Protection of the objects like identity card, phone book, bankbook, driving license, 

letters and other similar materials on the patient.
3. Taking the photographs of the bodies from front and both sides of the face for iden-

tification.
4. Taking the photographs of some special features like spots, tattoos, etc. of the bo-

dies.
5. Radiological monitoring of dental veneers or other radio opaque dentures, taking fin-

gerprints of each finger if necessary and taking hair and tissue samples for identification.
6. Application of other methods recommended by Forensic Medicine Institution.
7. Filing the information above and recording the documents according to body num-

ber. (for this aim usual files of healthcare organization can be used)
8. Identification of the bodies by their relatives

One of the most important problems during a disaster is the difficulty encountered in
preserving the bodies while  waiting for the obligatory delay of burying process.
Things to be done to keep the bodies safe and to prevent their decaying can be listed as
follows:

1. To have sufficient body bags
2. Using protective chemicals to prevent the decaying of the bodies
3. Making an agreement with the state, public, military and private institutions and 

organizations that have fixed or mobile morgues or cooling systems.
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APPENDIX- 12. Healthcare Organizations and Informatics

Catastrophic disasters, bodies whose identities are unknown , those who die in the hospi-
tal and those brought from other places may create serious legal and social problems. In
order to minimize these problems the precautions to be taken during the preparation
process should be defined.

In the chaos that may occur after a disaster, identification and burial of the dead in a
smooth way will be possible only if the concerned persons are identified and well trained
through a  good planning .

For identification the following methods might be used:

1. Numbering all the dead and recording their known features.
2. Protection of the objects like identity card, phone book, bankbook, driving license, 

letters and other similar materials on the patient.
3. Taking the photographs of the bodies from front and both sides of the face for iden-

tification.
4. Taking the photographs of some special features like spots, tattoos, etc. of the bo-

dies.
5. Radiological monitoring of dental veneers or other radio opaque dentures, taking fin

gerprints of each finger if necessary and taking hair and tissue samples for identifi-
cation.

6. Application of other methods recommended by Forensic Medicine Institution.
7. Filing the information above and recording the documents according to body num-

ber (For this aim usual files of healthcare organization can be used).
8. Identification of the bodies by their relatives

One of the most important problems during a disaster is the difficulty encountered in pre-
serving the bodies while  waiting for the obligatory delay of burying process.

Things to be done to keep the bodies safe and to prevent their decaying can be listed as
follows:

1. To have sufficient body bags
2. Using protective chemicals to prevent the decaying of the bodies
3. Making an agreement with the state, public, military and private institutions and 

organizations that have fixed or mobile morgues or cooling systems.
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APPENDIX-13. Contamination and Decontamination of Healthcare Organizations

Contamination happens as a result of the spread of contaminated materials in fixed facili-
ties or mobile vehicles to the environment and they might appear with the effect of natural
disasters or technological events. In recent years, terrorist actions which are getting wide-
spread cause an increase in contamination injuries. Since terror organizations turn to
chemical, biological and nuclear weapons and target the organizations which have a con-
tamination potential, these events are expected to increase in the upcoming years.

Disaster Council should make a contract with the institutions which can do the cleaning of
contaminated materials. The phone numbers of these institutions must be in the commu-
nication guide of healthcare organization disaster emergency plan.

In healthcare organizations decontamination unit would be established outside the institu-
tions in extreme disasters. In small-scale incidents decontamination can be performed in
patient wash room if the emergency service is available.

The materials needed for decontamination in an emergency service are as it follows:

1. Masks that prevent inhalation contamination and portable respirators for the staff.
2. Protective clothes, gloves and galoshes
3. Sign boards that show the contamination and decontamination areas and barriers that 

block the entrance of these areas, materials like barriers and tapes
4. Floor clothes that are needed to cover contaminated materials or passageways of people.
5. Wastewater dumps
6. Specific bags, bins and areas for contaminated materials
7. Laboratory materials to take samples from contaminated materials and protocols of 

backup and keeping backups that are determined between the above named organizations.
8. Decontamination and cleaning materials 
9. Radioactive material detectors 

When decontamination has to be performed outside the healthcare organization additional
materials below are needed for decontamination area:

1. Lighting materials
2. Heating materials
3. Showers which are equipped in such a way that there would be no invasion of privacy of

the patients.
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4. Wastewater tanks
5. Towels and clothes to give the patients

Decontamination unit which is going to be established outside the healthcare organizations
must be away from the air condition systems and water sources of neighbour buildings. 

Logistics chief is responsible for the storage and the periodical maintenance of the mate-
rials to be used for decontamination.

Reference books about contaminated materials should be kept in the places (doctors’ or
nurses’ room) available for each staff in emergency service. All emergency service and
emergency response teams should be given periodical trainings about the decontamination
of contaminated patients. Support staff working in emergency service should be trained
about the cleaning of contaminated materials. All emergency service staff should be taught
how to use the protective materials and the phone numbers of the institutions from which
the staff might get help about decontamination should be kept in emergency service, ambu-
lance centre and stations. Uninterrupted internet connectivity should be in easily acces-
sible points in emergency service. In this way the staff might get information abroad when
it is required.
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APPENDIX -14. An example for Standard Operation Procedure

BOMB NOTIFICATION PHONE REPORT
Aim: In order to have information about probable sabotage and bomb notification and make
an evaluation this form should be filled and one copy of it should be sent to police, securi-
ty and gendarme units when it is necessary.

THE GENDER AGE ACCENT OF THE CALLER

VOICE OF THE CALLER QUESTIONS TO ASK

__calm                            __nasally                                  1. When will the bomb explode?
__angry                           __stutterer                               ............…………………………………..
__excited                         __lispily                                   2. Where is the bomb right now?
__husky                           __rude                                     ................………………………………..
__fast                              __deep                                     3. What does the bomb look like?
__soft                              __rough                                   ................... ..…………………………….
__high                             __houghing                              4. What kind of a bomb is it?
__laughing                      __taking deep breathes           ...............………………………………….
__crying                          __jar                                        5. What causes the bomb’s explosion?
__normal                        __changing                             ..............……………………………………
__clear                           __foreigner                              6. Did you place the bomb?
__familiar                       __swallowing the words          .................………………………………..

7. Why did you place a bomb?
......... ………………………………………..

BACKGROUND VOICES  
__street (car, bus)                      __animal voice  8. Where are you?
__plane                                       __clear                …………………………............…………..
__voices                                      __silent                 9. What is your name?
__music                                      __local call          ………....................………………………
__house (plate, TV voices)          __distant call                  WHAT IS SAID EXACTLY?
__motor (fan, air conditioner)    __phone box                        …............…………………… 
__office machines                      __factory machines             …............……………………
__other……………………………………                                             …............……………………

…............…………………….
THE PERSON WHO RECEIVED THE NOTIFICATION: …............…………………….
NAME: ……………………………………………………..
POSITION: …………………………………………………
PHONE NUMBER: ………………………………………..
DATE: ……………………………………………………….

THE PEOPLE WHO ARE GOING TO BE CALLED IN EMERGENCY (THE PEOPLE MEN-
TIONED IN THE PHONE CHAIN)

If the voice is familiar whose voice can it be? …...
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APPENDIX -15. An example for Information Card
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APPENDIX-16. An example for Exercise Evaluation Form
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